
   #1     Q: When we do the baseline audit, and we say we
pick our sample, whatever we think appropriate…

A: Right

Q: And we determine there's some kind of systemic
issue…

A: Okay, yes

Q: And obviously we take the steps we need to correct
that.  But we have identified that this may be
like a long-term on-going problem, which may
expose us to some risk or liability…

A: Yes

Q: Is there some issue that we need to contact, you
know insurance…

A: Sure

Q: carriers or Medicare and let them know that this
may be an issue, or, I mean how do you deal with
that?

A: Well

Q: Obviously, we've done the right thing by
correcting the fault…

A: As you, as you always say when you don't have an
answer is that's a very good question.  In
practic…what’s back here in the Federal Register.
What you’re officially, on that side of the table,
I say, OK, you are to 'fess up, turn yourself in,
and give refunds.  Now on this side of the table,
what people are doing is they are changing their
behavior and keeping their mouths shut.

  #2  A: The OIG indicates that reporting violations of
criminal, civil or administrative law will indicate your
willingness to cooperative and thus mitigating sanctions.  Yeah,
right!  Ah, what does that mean?  Ah, we don’t get a better
definition beyond that.  And what their saying is you should
'fess up, turn yourself in and they will look more kindly on you.
So I don't know, maybe you go to a better jail, I don’t know.
Ah, but in fact and that's what you should do, the official
voice.  We were talking a little during the break, ah, what most
practices are doing is, if their seeing a problem, their changing



their behavior and just getting on with life.  Ah, the concern I
have had is if you follow what is is is supposedly required of
turning in, refunding the money, you’re, that’s, there’s not a
more red, there's no redder flag than that. Ah, so most practices
are, are just changing behavior and getting on with life.  And
when asked if they're going to compare your coding patterns from
last year to this year, supposedly they do not.

#3 Q: That to me is kind of at the heart of this
because, I mean, you can document everything you want so you get
through the audit…

A: Sure, oh yeh.

Q …get through the audit, but if you didn't actually
perform the services, but you have it documented then…

A: Sure, well it’s it’s documentation is is the
important thing.

#4 Q: What I’ve taken away from this, and I've been
through another one of these, but it was more abbreviated one,
but what I've taken away from it is, you know, basically game the
system by documentation.

A: That's right.  That's the thing.  Build a better
mousetrap.

Q: That's amazing.

A: Yep.

      #5 A: Data collection, let the patient provide the
data and let a nonphysician gather as much data as possible.  Our
prime example in well-run cardiology practices, I am using them
for a very particular reason.  A patient sees the doctor at the
Emergency Room, the doctor treats the patient and in many cases
there’s not a problem, all right.  The patient’s discharged, I
mean the patient is in an outpatient setting.  The doctor does
the tests and says “ well you have this but you ought to come in
for a complete workup.”   Our smarter cardiologists, the patient
comes in for a complete workup, but there's no doctor involved.
The RN does all the input, blood is drawn, tests are done, and a
week later after the test results are in, and the same would be
true of your specialty, the doctor then spends quality time with
the patient, and talks about lifestyle, all these other goodies,
and, you know, tosses a tethest, stethoscope on and all these
other things that makes a patient feel better.  But the doctor
already has all the data, if you will, or 90% of the data needed.
That to me makes sense from an efficiency point of view and by



the way, very high level of patient satisfaction.  Cause it’s
very thorough, two visits.  It’s slightly inconvenient for the
patient but the patient knows that the doctor has all the data
there, and is not you know.

Q: And could that, would then be a level 1 visit with
the nurse only, and the subsequent week would be a would be a
level 2?

A: If you wanted to, no, I wouldn't even bother to
bill the nurse visit.   I would just bill it out as a level 3, 4
or 5 as the doctor.  But the fact it took place in 2 different
days doesn't really matter.  OK.  Cause the doctor himself could
have done that, made two visits out of it, but he’s not gonna be
able to get two level 4s out of it.  All right.

       #6 A: What it may mean is that the lower, a higher
ratio of lower payers came in, and I'm going to show you later on
how you analyze this.  You do a payer by payer analysis, and I'm
going to give you a little case study in the next hour to show
you that this can happen.  And where it happens more frequently
than any other place is when the scheduler is too busy to think.
Where that person simply has time to say, "OK, I'll work you in
here or there," and does not think about the fact that maybe we
ought to be rationing certain of the lower paid patients.  Maybe
we ought to tell some of the higher paid patients to come right
on in.  Now I'm going to give you a strategy and by the way, I'm
not talking about real discrimination, I'm talking about somewhat
discrimination, all right.  In the same manner that many
practices discriminate and don't allow every Medicaid patient to
come in, we may have a rationing.

       #7 A: Medicaid, they’re a low payer and a slow
payer--2.4 a month.  Hurts your practice immensely.  Why was that
happening?  Because they had a person on the phone doing the
scheduling who was so busy checking patients in and checking
patients out, she didn't have time to think, and of course we all
know, that Medicaid people are higher utilizers of services, not
because its free, but because they're sicker, right?

….So what we said about to do there, you have to ration your
Medicaid, and if anybody calls from Blue Cross/Blue Shield, you
say,"When do you want to come in?  We'll come and get you."
(laughter) I mean good payer or bad payer.

….Listen, what we did there, is we said no more Medicare, no more
Medicaid.  Keep the one's you've got.  But now, we now reduce



their numbers because they're either gonna to go, leave town, or
perhaps get a better insurance plan.  You always loose some
patients.  But no more.  And so that means we now can accept
higher paying patients, because remember these were the two
lowest.  Anything other than them will pay us more.  Same would
be true here.  We might ration and that's what they did at this
practice.  They said no more Medicaids.

Where we are we still have a lot of Medicares and Medicaids, but
here's what we do.  We don't want them taking the best
appointment slots.  So they get scheduled only 10:00 to 11:30 in
the morning, and 2:00 to 3:30 in the afternoon.  That's it.  Now
there are always exceptions, but we didn't want them getting the
best appointment slots.  We want the best appointment slots to go
to the best payers.

….So you now, you start to realize if you start thinking not only
of rationing, but when do we want them to come in.

      #8 A: A person has come in with a cold.  If the
person says to you at the end of the visit, "I want you to be my
doctor."  The doctor sees that this person's got a good insurance
plan.  This person is pretty alert.  The doctor says, "I'd like
you to come in sometime in the next couple of months to do a
complete work-up.  So we can develop a good database.”    But he
may not say that to a Medicaid patient.  But I've seen
discrimination like that.  Is that discrimination?  Absolutely.

#9   A:  You're billing for the time that -- given the
(inaudible) opportunities where you use the prolonged service
codes as well.

Q:  Okay, now prolonged service codes I have not used
before.

A:  Okay.

Q:  And I'm somewhat familiar with them, but what
kinds of -- you know, medical conditions are -- how do you justify
a prolonged service for an outpatient visit?

A:  Say you have a patient who comes in to your office
for a minor problem, say sore throat or diabetes -- that's not a
minor problem, they come in for just, you know, like a routine
check up.  A hypertension follow-up.  Anything like that.  But
during the visit you want to ask them other questions that they
can't answer due to Alzheimer's, senile dementia, organic brain
syndrome.  So then therefore you end up spending a lot longer with



the patient or you end up picking up the phone and calling the
family member to ask him questions.

Q:  I see.


